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A5STRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces,i.e., approximately 15 single spacedtypewnttenlines) (16)

On March 16,1996 at 1445 hours, with the plant in mode 5, at 0% power, it was discovered that there were
inadequate door seals for motor control centers (MCCs) B51 and B61, it was noted that up to 1/2 inch gaps
were identified in the seal areas and a piece of a gasket was missing. These seals are required for the
enclosures to protect the MCCs from conditions postulated by the high energy line break (HELB) analysis. This

| event is being reported pursuant to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(v)(B) and 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(v)(D),
"Any event or condition that alone could have prevented the fulfillment of the safety function of structures orI

systems that are needed to," remove residual heat and mitigate the consequences of an accident.
!

| The cause of this condition is a weakness in the existing program to inspect and verify the integrity of
; environmental protective barriers.
;

I The enclosure doors for MCC B51 and MCC B61 have been replaced and restored to the fully qualified status. |
The environmental barrier inspection program will be improved so that the protective function of environmental

,
protective barriers will be verified periodically. Utilizing the above program an inspection procedure will be

| developed and implemented so that doors and enclosures serving as a protective barrier for safety related
equipment will be inspected and maintained as committed in NNECO letter 815665, dated April 18,1996. |
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1. Description of Event

, On March 16,1996 at 1445 hours, with the plant in mode 5, at 0% power, it was discovered that a piece of the
i

lower enclosure door seal, for motor control center (MCC) B51, was missing. Additionally, the door latches for
both MCC B51 and B61 were inadequate and did not ensure a tight closure of the door seals. It was noted that up
to 1/2 inch gaps were identified in the seal areas. These seals are required for the enclosures to protect the MCCs ,

from conditions postulated by the high energy line break (HELB) analysis.

On March 19,1996 at 2000 hours, an investigation of the degraded condition concluded that the enclosures for
MCC B51 and B61 were potentially unable to perform their safety function to protect the MCCs from potential
adverse environmental conditions.

,

:

On March 19,1996 at 2035 hours, since MCC B61 is the redundant train for MCC BS1, a report was submitted
pursuant to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.72(b)(2)(iii)(B), "Any event or condition that alone could have

.

prevented the fulfillment of the safety function of structures or systems that are needed to remove residual heat,"
l

|

and 10 CFR 50.72(b)(2)(iii)(D), "Any event or condition that alone could have prevented the fulfillment of the safety |
function of structures or systems that are needed to mitigate the consequences of an accident." |

There were no automatic or manually initiated safety systems activated as a result of this event. Additionally no
operator action was taken in response to this event.

II. Cause of Event

The cause of this condition is a weakness in the existing program to inspect and verify the integrity of
| environmental protective barriers.

I
| 111. Analysis of Event

i-
! On March 19,1996 it was concluded that the gaps in the enclosures resulting from the degraded seals or door

. misalignment were significant enough to challenge the enclosures capability to protect the MCCs. This event is
being reported pursuant to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(v)(B), "Any event or condition that alone could .

. have prevented the fulfillment of the safety function of structures or systems that are needed to remove residual
heat," and 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(v)(D), "Any event or condition that alone could have prevented the fulfi!lment of the
safety function of structures or systems that are needed to mitigate the consequences of an accident."

Following an auxiliary building heating steam line break on the 14' 6" elevation of the auxiliary building, the
enclosures for MCCs B51 (MCC-22-1E) and B61 (MCC-22-1F) will be exposed to a steam environment with a
peak pressure of approximately 0.6 psig and a peak temperature of approximately 148 'F. This area can also be
impacted by a main steam line break (MSLB) in the auxiliary building. However the environmental consequences
to this area resulting from a MSLB are bounded by that of the auxiliary building heating steam line break.-

Because the enclosures for MCCs B51 and B61 can be exposed to a steam environment, and there are gaps in,

4 the enclosures doors, the pressurized air / steam mixture outside the MCC enclosures will enter inside the MCC
enclosures. With this ingress of steam and air into the MCC enclosure, the potential exists for condensation to

; form on the surfaces of the MCCs. With condensation forming on the surfaces of the MCCs, electrical shorts may
,, occur. MCCs B51 and B61 provide the power for all three charging pumps, both trains of the HPSI and LPSI
!- suction and injection valves, and many other loads.

!
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In July of 1995, the enclosure doors for MCC BS1 and B61 were added to station form SF-248-2, " Unit 2 Door
Attributes." SF 248-2 contains a list of Unit 2 doors and designates what functions the doors provide (i.e., HELB,
Fire, or Security). In SF 248-2, MCC B51 is designated as a HELB door, and MCC B61 is designated as both a
fire door and a HELB door. There is currently a weakness in the existing program to inspect and verify the
integrity of HELB enclosures that protect their respective safety related equipment. This program includes a fire
door inspection program with procedures that ensure the integrity of the fire doors. The enclosure door for MCC
B61 was designated as a fire door, therefore the gaskets and other attributes for the enclosure door were
inspected. The investigation has evaluated the cause for the 1/2" gaps in the MCC B61 enclosure not being |
discovered and corrected. Since MCC B51 is not designated as a fire door, it was not inspected within any
program. Our current HELB program takes credit for fire door inspections. However, the program is deficient, in
that it does not include the few HELB doors that are not also fire doors.

There were no safety consequences from this event since the MCCs and their enclosures have never been
subjected to a harsh environment, however, the worst case potential safety significance is high. This is based on
a postulated failure of both MCCs if electrical shorts were to occur as a result of a potential harsh environment. It
can then be postulated that all the MCC loads will failin the most adverse position. Following an auxiliary building
heating steam line break, the reactor coolant system (RCS) inventory control safety function will be jecpardized

| due to the potential for the loss of all three charging pumps. Without a RCS inventory makeup capability, the
; reactor coolant pump controlled bleed-off and any RCS leakage within the Technical Specification limits will result

| in a slow reduction in pressurizer level and pressure, eventually resulting in the pressurizer emptying. Following a
' MSLB in the auxiliary building, the RCS inventory control safety function will be jeopardized due to the potential for

the loss of all three charging pumps and the potential closure of the high pressure safety injection (HPSI) suction
and injection valves due to shorts. Without the capability of HPSI injection, the existing steam line break presented
in Final Safety Analysis Report Section 14.1.5 may no longer be bounding.

IV, Corrective Action

The following corrective actions have been or will be completed prior to entry into mode 4 from the current outage. |

The enclosure doors for MCC B51 and MCC B61 have been replaced and restored to their fully qualified status. |

The HELB barrier inspection program will be improved so that the protective function of the HELB protective
barriers will be verified periodically. Utilizing the above program an inspection procedure will be developed and
implemented so that doors and enc!osures serving as a protective barrier for safety related equipment will be
inspected and maintained as committed in NNECO letter B15665, dated April 18,1996. The procedure will be

} implemented and the inspection conducted prior to entry into Mode 4 from the current outage.

V. Additional Information;

1

: Similar Events

LER 95-026-00: 120 Vac buses VA10 and VA20, the hydrogen analyzer supply circuit, were inoperable due toj
postulated exposure to HELB from the auxiliary steam lines located in the same room.
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Ells Codes for systems referenced in this LER

Equipment or System Ells Code

Motor Control Centers B51 and B61 EB

|

Auxiliary Building Heating Steam SA |

Main Steam SB

Charging Pumps CB

HPSI BQ

LPSI BP
i

|
Reactor Coolant Pump AB

l
l

|

|
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